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Abstract: Haptic technology enables people to connect with digital worlds through touch by giving 

them tactile feedback. With the aid of this technology, it is possible to create virtual objects that can 

be realistically and easily touched, moved, and altered. Numerous industries, such as gaming, medical 

education, prosthetics, and industrial automation, use haptic technology. In order to provide a variety 

of tactile sensations, including pressure, texture, and temperature, the technology uses sensors, 

actuators, and software. Haptic technology is poised to dramatically alter how we engage with digital 

surroundings as it develops, creating new opportunities for immersive experiences and improved 

human-machine interactions 
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1. Introduction    A field of technology known as haptic technology uses force feedback and tactile 

feedback to provide people an immersive experience. In order to give users a more realistic 

experience, it is typically employed in virtual reality systems and gaming gadgets. Haptic feedback is 

produced by a variety of sensors and actuators that are made to react to various stimuli. 

Although the technology has been present for a while, it has recently become more widely used as a 

result of the rising use of virtual reality systems and the interest in immersive experiences. In the 

upcoming years, the market for haptic technology is anticipated to expand significantly due to the 

advent of new applications and the growing acceptance of haptic technology. 

The ability to improve the user's sensation of presence and interaction with a virtual environment or 

object is one of the main advantages of haptic technology. Users can have a more realistic experience 

by using force feedback and tactile sensations, which give them the impression that they are physically 

interacting with the virtual world. Applications like training simulations, medical operations, and 

gaming can all benefit from this. 

Accessibility and assistive technology both benefit from haptic technology. Tactile feedback, for 

instance, can be utilized to aid users with motor disabilities in navigating interfaces and gadgets or to 

offer cues for the blind. Actuators are used in haptic to exert forces on the skin in order to provide 

touch feedback and controllers. Mechanical motion is produced via electrical stimuli. A vibratory 

motor was one of the electromagnetic technologies used in the initial generation of haptic feedback. 

Resonance frequency is how these motors work. But there are only a few sensations, which is the 

limitation. Additionally, the device vibrates as a whole rather than individually, which reduces the 

possible reactions. The haptic could be localized to a point on the screen thanks to the second 

generation devices' usage of touch coordinate-specific responses. Piezoelectric crystals and electro 

active polymers were used in these gadgets. These enable a significant haptic reaction with respect to 

frequency, timing, and intensity. Even the response time has been cut in half, going from 35 to 15 

milliseconds. The third generation offers fully customized touch coordinate specific responses. Control 

chips with low latency have been employed. Customization of electrostatic haptic and audio is 

possible because to this technology. Even reverse electro vibration has been employed, in which a 

weak current from the tool to the user interacts with an oscillating electric field surrounding the skin 

on the finger tips to produce a feeling effect. The fourth generation integrates pressure sensitivity and 

the most cutting-edge haptic technology concepts, allowing the response effect to be proportional to 

the amount of pressure applied. Recently, KDDI and Kyocera have been developing this technology. 

 

  1.1 Concept of Haptic Technology 

 

The fundamental parts that make up the haptic technology system include a real-time algorithm, a 
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library of haptic effects, actuators, a CPU, a driver circuit, an API, and capacitive touch sensor 

devices. To provide the system with the input it requires to function, users can touch or press the 

capacitive buttons on the screen. It only sent one input to the system when touched. Input angle and 

force variations are monitored by the device's sensors, which relay this data to the CPU. The data is 

then put through additional processing to produce a waveform, which could be digital or analogue 

that is used as an input by the driver circuit and specifies the instructions supplied to the actuator to 

create a pattern that causes vibration. The actuator feedback that is transmitted back to the touch 

screen devices offers force feedback. As a result, the user practically feels this force input.  

 

Fig 1. Block Diagram of Haptic Configuration 

 

Haptic is unquestionably a wonderful topic that calls for knowledge of many different 

technological subfields. The three types of haptic technology that are currently available are human, 

machine, and virtual. For augmented reality, use haptic. Human haptics is the study of how people 

interact with their environment through touch to operate items and experience their senses. The 

design, construction, and use of machines to supplement or replace human touch and other sorts of 

inputs is represented by machine haptics in Figure 1. where sensors attached to actuators will 

measure the whole force to sense things like force, size, or temperature. The next one will have 

haptic feedback for virtual reality. Virtual reality is simply a 3D environment or image produced by a 

computer that can communicate with users using specialized gear in a way that appears real or tactile. 

Virtual reality is closely related to computer haptic, or the use of algorithms and software to simulate 

touch in virtual objects. For instance, pictures or movies taken by cameras that are integrated inside 

the object to record renderings of created touch. 

 

  1.2 Virtual Reality Concepts 

Haptic technology has shown how art and science may be combined to create computer-generated 

forces and tactile stimulation in software algorithms that enable human perception and manipulation 

of virtual things via touch.  

 
Fig 2.(a) Touch occurring in a real world 

 
Fig 2.(b) Touch simulation occurring in a virtual world 

 

The "virtual environment" (VE) or "virtual reality" can interact with a human user to carry out 
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perceptual and motor activities including squeezing an orange, grabbing a bottle, and cutting a roll, as 

seen in Figures 2(a) and (b). Specifically, someone who extends their hand in a virtual environment 

to touch or grip an object as though they were in the actual world. 

 

2. Literature Review 
 

 Snehal N. Meshram , Amit M. Sahu, [1] discusses A general overview of haptic technologies for 

social touch research is presented. The study of social interaction has generated a great deal of 

interest in both psychology and neuroscience. Socializing remotely or with artificial agents is now 

very successful thanks to emerging new technology. The study of technology-mediated social 

connection has been sparked by social contact studies, and this area of research has developed 

responses that are equivalent to those of genuine social touch. The paper is completed with a review 

of the current status of social touch development research, suggestions for future research, and 

practical application. The development of many haptic device designs as a result of recent 

technological advancements allows users to interact with objects in a virtual environment while 

receiving tactile feedback. Haptic devices are electrical devices that transport information between 

the user and system. The design and manufacture of haptic devices benefit from the use of sensors 

and feedback control mechanisms. Haptic technology is used in a variety of applications, including 

gaming, tabulation operations, medical procedures, and reality and virtual reality devices. This study 

will first explore the significance of aquatic restrictions before moving on to the use of textile 

devices and the electronic field based on their construction and operation. One of the most important 

sensory inputs during surgery is touch. However, there is minimal research on haptics, which is 

employed in clinical education and is sometimes referred to tactile input. The difficulties in 

communicating tactile feedback, recording, and playback limits this fundamental understanding. The 

application of haptics to improve robotized and remote the rapies as well as training for medical 

workers is the main topic of this chapter. It gives a general review of the available haptic feedback 

systems and explains how haptic guiding could support the growth of surgical proficiency. A 

thorough examination of the haptic interfaces that are now available is provided with regard to 

medical procedures. Inquiry and analysis led the author to the conclusion that there are many 

different educational and teaching levels, disciplines, and forms where haptic technology is used in 

education and learning. The major topic is the actuator, which includes piezo-actuators, electroactive 

polymers, ultrasonic actuators, and MR fluids. 

 

 S. Sri Guru Datta Yadav, Dr.R.V.Krishnaiah, [2] discusses about Force feedback is a branch of 

haptics that deals with hardware and software that stimulates people's sense of touch and feel 

through tactile vibrations or force feedback. Devices that interact with muscle sand tendons give 

humans the impression that a force is being applied. The fundamental components of these devices 

are robotic manipulators that push back on a user with forces consistent with the surroundings in 

which the virtual effectors are located. To signal heat, pressure, and texture, tactile feedback uses 

tools that communicate with skin nerve endings. Usually, the purpose of these gadgets is to show 

whether or not the user is in contact with a virtual object. Other tactile feedback tools have been 

employed to texture of a virtual object.  

  

  Sreelakshmi, M., Subash [3] discusses A number of surgical robotic systems have been created to 

offer superior dexterity, accuracy, and ergonomics. In recent years, surgical robotic systems and 

teleoperation systems have been created to get around workspace limitations, to increase dexterity 

and accuracy, and to give improved ergonomics. a master-slave teleoperation system for performing 

manipulations and surgical procedures. The slave device is made up of several arms, whereas the 

master device comprises of a pair of haptic devices. As a twin master-slave system, Torrance emaki 

[4]-[6] robot arms were shown. It was intended for use in haptic-guided teleoperation. Studying the 

forces at play between the master and the slave was the goal. A master and a slave Cable-Driven 

Parallel Robot (CDPR)teleoperation system was suggested. Admittance control was used to 

implement the haptic force components, which were connected to the master and slave CDPRs 

through a wireless channel. With the help of this technology, gait training was done and stress on the 

body and legs was reduced. Two stylus configurations for the Comb haptic device were offered in 
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the design and development of various teleoperation systems in order to give force outputs. Tele 

surgical systems are capable of implementing this stylus setup. Robotic hand controllers, DELTA-R, 

CU parallel haptic device, and Virtual Power are a few examples of haptic devices.[7] In order to do 

pick and place operations, it is important to use fingertip devices, as was stated in the study made a 

case for the value of haptic feedback with multiple points and contacts. Forces may be felt on human 

fingertips thanks to fingertip devices, demonstrating the potential of wearable technology for robotic 

manipulation systems during bilateral teleoperation. To research and examine neural mechanisms for 

fine grasp control, a haptic device that is compatible with fMRI has been proposed. The haptic 

interface's electromagnetic actuation system was employed for control. [8] 

 It can provide you a general synopsis of a literature review on haptic technology as an AI language 

model. Some conclusions from numerous haptic technology surveys are as follows: Over the past 

few decades, haptic device development has grown significantly. Devices are now being developed 

for a variety of purposes, from surgical simulators to haptic feedback systems for video games.[9-11] 

According to studies, haptic perception is intricate and combines sensory inputs with cognitive 

processing and motor reactions. To model and comprehend haptic perception, researchers have 

created a number of distinct methodologies. Researchers have looked at how users are affected by 

haptic technology in a variety of contexts, including gaming and education. [12] 
 

3. Problem Identification 

Even though haptic technology offers many uses and advantages, there are certain potential obstacles 

and issues that need to be resolved:  

3.1 General Issues 

 Haptic technology adoption may be constrained in some applications by the cost of haptic 

technology components, which can be more expensive than equivalent non-haptic components. 

3.1.1. Technical Difficulty: Specialized hardware, software, and manufacturing procedures are 

needed for haptic technology. This may lead to technological challenges that must be 

resolved before the technology is widely used. 

 

3.1.2. Limited Accessibility of Haptic Content: Haptic technology calls for specially created haptic 

content, yet its availability is still somewhat constrained. The potential of haptic technology 

might be constrained in the absence of a sizable volume of haptic content.  

 

3.1.3. Lack of Standardization: Haptic technology lacks an industry-wide standard, which might 

cause problems with interoperability between various devices and uncertainties over quality 

standards.  

 

3.1.4. Power consumption: Haptic feedback takes power, which can negatively affect the battery 

life of mobile devices. This may reduce how long users may use haptic feedback before the 

gadget needs to be recharged. 

 

3.1.5. Size and Weight: Haptic parts like actuators and motors can make a device bigger, heavier, 

and more complicated, which may not be ideal for many applications.  

 

3.1.6. User Adaptation: Haptic feedback may not be pleasant for all users, and some may even find 

it annoying. There can be a learning curve for consumers to get used to haptic feedback, just 

like with any new technology.  

 

3.1.7. Sensory Feedback Restrictions: Compared to the whole spectrum of feelings that may be felt 

through touch, haptic feedback is still limited in the types of sensations it can provide. For 

instance, it may be more difficult to mimic warmth, texture, and pressure via haptic input.  

 

3.1.8. Cost: Haptic feedback technology might make gadgets more expensive, which may make 

some manufacturers or users unable to afford them. 

 

3.1.9. Development and Integration: Integrating haptic feedback technology into products can be 
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challenging and expensive for manufacturers because it requires specialized know ledge and 

abilities. Furthermore, it can be difficult to incorporate haptic feedback into current 

technologies without fundamentally altering their structure and design.  

 

3.2 Severe Challenges for Haptic Applications 

3.2.1. Limited spatial resolution: Haptic devices have a certain number of haptic points, which may 

not be enough to deliver precise haptic input, particularly for difficult jobs.  

 

3.2.2. Limited force feedback range: Some haptic devices might not be able to offer abroad range of 

force feedback, which could limit their capacity to imitate authentic sensations.  

 

3.2.3. Synchronization and latency problems: Haptic feedback may not be synchronized with the 

visual or aural feedback, which can be confusing.  

 

3.2.4. Expensive purchase and maintenance: The high cost and upkeep of haptic devices may 

prevent their widespread use in some situations.  

 

3.3.5 Limited portability: The usage of some haptic devices may be constrained in some 

circumstances due to their weight and difficulty in portability.  

 

3.3.6. Tactile illusions: Haptic technology occasionally produces erroneous sensations that might 

confuse users and cause them to misinterpret the actual interaction.  

 

3.3.7. Problems with various sensory modalities: Visual and aural feedback may not always match 

haptic feedback, causing conflicts between various sensory modalities.  

 

3.3.8. Lack of standardization: Interoperability and usability of haptic devices may be constrained by 

the lack of a standardized interface or communication protocol.  

 

3.3.9. Ethical issues: Some haptic technology uses, like those in virtual and augmented reality 

games, may give rise to moral questions about addiction and overuse.  

 

3.3.10. Cultural differences: The use of haptic technology may be constrained in some areas since it 

is not always accepted or understood in all cultures. For instance, in some cultural circumstances, 

certain types of haptic input may be regarded as improper or objectionable. Therefore, it is crucial to 

take cultural sensitivity and awareness into account while building and putting into use haptic apps 

and devices. 

 

4.  Proposed Solution 

The creation of more complex and subtle haptic feedback is one potential area for future study in 

haptic technology. Although current haptic technology can mimic simple sensations. like pressure and 

vibrations, it might not be able to do the same for more delicate or complicated senses like temperature 

or texture. In order to improve haptic feedback technology and investigate new strategies for 

mimicking a larger variety of sensory experiences, more study is required. The potential uses of haptic 

technology in a range of industries outside of gaming and entertainment represent another research 

gap. Haptic feedback, for instance, can enhance medical education by offering more accurate 

simulations of operations and procedures. Additionally, it might improve distant communication by 

enabling non-verbal physical contact, such as the ability to send "hugs" or other physical gestures. 

Although some research has examined the possible advantages of haptic feedback for boosting social 

interactions and improving emotional communication, there might also be unintended consequences or 

adverse impacts that have not yet been thoroughly investigated or appreciated. The ethical concerns of 

haptic technology, particularly as it advances and becomes more immersive, could be a further focus 

for future study. For instance, there might be worries about the potential for haptic technology to be 

used in ways that could influence or manipulate people's emotions or behaviors, or about the need to 

define standards for the acceptable and respectful use of haptic technology in both personal and 
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professional contexts.  

Overall, despite recent major advancements in haptic technology, there is still much that we do not 

understand about its possible uses, restrictions, and impacts. To better comprehend the effects of 

haptic technology and create best practices for its application in various situations, future studies 

should investigate these issues in greater detail. 

Table 1. Magnetic levitation with or without haptic feedback 

 

Aspect Magnetic levitation without haptic 

technology . 

Magnetic levitation with haptic technology. 

Impact 

 

Magnetic levitation system without 

haptic feedback. The object is 

levitated using magnetic fields, but 

there is no tactile feedback provided. 

Magnetic levitation system with haptic 

feedback. The object is levitated using magnetic 

fields, and there is additional tactile feedback 

provided. 

Levitation 

principle 

Utilizes magnetic fields to suspend an 

object in mid-air without physical 

contact. 

Utilizes magnetic fields to suspend an object in 

mid-air without physical contact, while also 

providing tactile feedback to the use. 

Levitation 

principle 

Utilizes magnetic fields to suspend an 

object in mid-air without physical 

contact. 

Utilizes magnetic fields to suspend an object in 

mid-air without physical contact, while also 

providing tactile feedback to the use. 

Levitation 

stability  

Provides stable levitation of the object 

without physical contact. 

Provides stable levitation of the object without 

physical contact. 

Tactile 

feedback  

Does not provide any tactile feedback 

to the user. 

 Provides tactile feedback by manipulating the 

magnetic fields to create sensations on the user's 

skin or through a haptic interface. 

Sensations  No tactile sensations are generated. Tactile sensations, such as vibrations, textures, 

or forces, can be generated to enhance the user's 

experience. 

Applications  Used in applications where levitation 

alone is sufficient, such as maglev 

trains or levitating displays. 

Used in applications where tactile feedback is 

desired, such as virtual reality (VR) systems, 

haptic interfaces, or medical simulations. 

User 

experience 

Limited to visual experience of seeing 

the levitated object. 

Enhanced user experience by providing tactile 

feedback, resulting in a more immersive and 

realistic interaction. 

Complexity 

and cost  

Relatively simpler system without the 

need for haptic components.  

More complex system with additional haptic 

components, potentially increasing the overall 

cost. 

Future 

development  

Limited to levitation applications 

without haptic feedback.  

Expanding possibilities for interactive and 

realistic user experiences by combining 

levitation with haptic feedback. 

 

5. Outcomes and Discussion 

By using touch and sensation in addition to the standard video feedback, haptic gadgets can create a 

more realistic and immersive experience. People with disabilities or sensory impairments, such as 

visual or hearing impairments, can access interfaces and experiences more easily thanks to haptic 

technology. In applications like transportation or healthcare, haptic feedback can be utilized to notify 

or warn users of potential threats in real-time. Haptic devices can be utilized to design more 

interactive and engrossing learning scenarios, such as sensory models or virtual reality simulations 

The topic of haptic technology is still in its infancy, but it has enormous potential for use in a wide 
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range of industries. It focuses on integrating touch into human-computer interactions so that users 

can physically experience sensations and feedback from the digital world. By offering an immersive 

sensory experience, this technology can improve how we engage with digital devices. Virtual reality 

(VR) is one of the most promising fields for haptic technology. Users can get the sensation of 

physically engaging with a virtual environment thanks to the haptic sensors that are frequently 

included into VR headsets and controllers. For instance, haptic feedback can be utilized to imitate 

physical sensations like pressure or vibration while playing a VR game, boosting the immersive 

experience and making it seem more authentic. Additional potential uses for haptic technology 

include training for medical procedures or imitating surgery in industries like medicine. When 

performing a surgery, haptic devices can offer a realistic tactile feedback, ensuring that trainees 

acquire a sense of the resistance and pressure on tissue when employing equipment. Haptic 

technology may also find applications in the automotive sector, where it may be used to improve 

safety. For instance, tactile feedback from haptic sensors might be placed into a car's steering wheel 

to warn the driver of potential dangers like drifting out of a lane or getting too close to an object. 

Those with disabilities can also benefit from haptic technology. 

6. Conclusion 
 

By enabling users to engage physically with digital content, haptic technology offers exciting 

prospects for improving user experiences. Haptic technology has the ability to completely change a 

variety of industries, whether it takes the shape of wearable gadgets, gaming accessories, or medical 

applications. We may anticipate seeing haptic become more widely used and integrated into daily 

life as the technology develops and costs decrease. To improve user experience and prevent 

misunderstanding, issues like limited device compatibility and the requirement for standardized 

haptic feedback patterns still need to be solved. But it's crucial to keep looking at how haptic 

technology may be used to improve accessibility and pleasure of digital content. 

 

6.1 Advantages 

1. Haptic technology can improve user experience by enabling a more immersive and engaging 

engagement with digital gadgets, to name one benefit. For instance, the ability to physically feel virtual 

things through haptic feedback can add realism to gaming or virtual reality experiences. 

 

2. Accessibility: Haptic technology can aid in enhancing the usability of technology for those with 

disabilities. People with visual or hearing problems, for instance, may find it easier to utilize 

gadgets with touch-based interfaces and vibrations. 

 

 3. Greater safety: In some applications, haptic technology can be utilized to deliver tactile feedback 

for alerts and warnings, enhancing safety. The steering wheel, for instance, can provide tactile 

feedback to drivers to warn them of potential road hazards. 

  

 4. Applications in medicine: Haptic technology has been employed in surgical and medical training          

simulators. For instance, haptic feedback can be used by medical students to practice surgery while    

simulating the sensation of operating on a patient. 

 

5. Productivity: By enabling users to engage with digital gadgets without having to look at them, 

haptic technology can increase productivity. For instance, haptic feedback enables users to operate 

touch screens and keyboards without having to look at them, which might be advantageous in some 

office settings. 

 

 6.2 Limitations 

1. Price: Haptic technology can be costly, particularly if it is used extensively. This can make it 

challenging for businesses to defend the investment, particularly if the advantages take time to 

materialize. 

 

2. Power usage: The need for power to operate haptic technology might be a problem for battery-
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operated products. The device's total battery life can be shortened by the motors and sensors utilized 

in haptic feedback. 

 

3. Complexity: To integrate haptic feedback successfully, a lot of engineering and coding is needed. 

It may be challenging for developers to incorporate haptic feedback into their products due to the 

complexity of the hardware and software needed. 

 

4. Reliability: When compared to other types of feedback, such as visual or aural feedback, haptic 

technology may be less dependable. Over time, the haptic feedback's motors and sensors may 

deteriorate, resulting in inconsistent functionality. 

 

5. Sensitivity: Some users may perceive haptic input to be too strong or unsettling, which could 

compromise their user experience. Haptic feedback may also be uncomfortable for users who have 

specific medical conditions, such as arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome. 

 

6.3 Applications 

Technology that simulates touch or tactile feedback by using pressure, vibration, or other physical 

sensations is referred to as haptic technology. Haptic technology is being used more and more 

frequently in a wide range of applications, such as: 

1. Gaming:- To create a more immersive experience, haptic technology can be applied in 

gaming. For instance, haptic feedback can be used by game controllers to replicate the 

sensation of shooting, explosions, or actual hits.2 

2. Virtual and augmented reality: -Haptic technology can be used to provide consumers a 

sensation of touch and tactile feedback in virtual and augmented reality situations. 

Particularly in training simulations or medical training programmes, this can be helpful. 

3. Automotive industry:- The haptic technology can be applied to the automotive industry to 

give drivers tactile feedback for systems like lane departure warnings and collision 

avoidance systems. 

4. Medical sector:- Haptic technology can imitate surgical procedures in medical training 

programmes and give medical professionals the opportunity to practise skills without the 

use of actual patients. 

5. Wearable technology:- Users of wearable technology, such as smart watches, can receive 

tactile input for notifications and alerts. 

6. Accessibility:-  Products that are more accessible to those with impairments can be made 

using haptic technology. Haptic feedback, for instance, can be utilised to assist those with 

vision impairments in navigating a Smartphone or tablet. 

 6.4 Future Scope 

 The potential of haptic technology to improve virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) 

experiences is one of the most intriguing possibilities. Currently, touch is frequently absent from VR 

and AR experiences, which can make them feel less realistic and immersive. However, haptic 

technology might be used to make VR and AR experiences more tactile and lifelike, giving viewers 

the impression that they are genuinely interacting with virtual items. 
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